BREAK DOWN COSTLY SUPPLY CHAIN DATA SILOS ONCE AND FOR ALL

Automated your supply chain and accelerate your move to digital transformation
ONESCM IS THE ONLY SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT SOLUTION THAT CAN DIRECTLY CONNECT EVERY ONE OF YOUR BUSINESS SYSTEMS, AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR SUPPLIERS, IN ONE PLACE

THIS IS SUPPLY CHAIN ORCHESTRATION AT ITS BEST.

You shouldn’t have to be an ERP expert to work in an ERP-centric environment. Nor should you struggle to capture, share, analyze and apply real-time data across your supply chain operations. That’s why cost-conscious supply chains use the OneSCM workflow and messaging engine to orchestrate cross-departmental transactions—and maintain real-time communications with suppliers and customers across the globe—with complete accuracy and cost-saving efficiency. With OneSCM, you have the precise tools you need to:

- Manage all of your supplier relationships through a single portal. You will recover valuable time and IT resources that are currently being wasted by managing individual B2B supplier connections and system profile mappings via the ERP and other disparate data systems.
- Increase collaboration with suppliers of varying volume, technology and integration levels. With just one shared portal to log into, you will enjoy more frequent and quality interactions and, thus, benefit from a more coordinated planning and execution strategy.
- See and manage your entire global supply network from virtually any desktop or mobile device. With access to every communication, transaction and supplier record consolidated in one place, you can confidently deal with urgent issues in real time as well as measure and improve the performance of your entire supply chain.
- Automate workflows and communications from purchasing to payment to achieve a more efficient manage-by-exception environment. Easily track inventory, invoices and every other piece of information critical to gaining a competitive advantage and maintaining a Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing model.
- Eliminate manual data entry, data duplications and the possibility of mismatched/out-of-sync data across every business function. Your administration costs will be greatly reduced.

Key Benefits

- ERP/MRP/WMS/CRM-agnostic system integration and orchestration
- More trading partners in one cloud
- Automated and configurable workflows
- Single supply chain orchestration and collaboration console
- Scalable, modular tools
- Lower total cost of ownership (TCO)
- Higher data accuracy
- Greater supply chain visibility
ONESCM EMPOWERS BUYERS AND SELLERS TO HARMONIOUSLY ACT ON REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES AND REACT TO FLUCTUATING MARKET CONDITIONS

In turn, revenue gains and expenditure reductions occur throughout your entire supply chain.

ONESCM ORCHESTRATION ENVIRONMENT

ONESCM IS THE ONLY SUPPLY CHAIN ORCHESTRATION SOLUTION THAT IS TRULY CAPABLE OF ADDRESSING YOUR INDIVIDUALIZED SET OF CHALLENGES

OneSCM’s unique supply chain orchestration capabilities enable each workflow to be configured to match your current business processes, down to an individual message flow between you and your suppliers. For example, certain suppliers may require an invoice review on all occasions, while other trusted suppliers will only require a manage-by-exception action if their invoice fails to pass the automated 3-way match validation. Either way, OneSCM’s automated workflow configuration will minimize the time your team spends on each invoice as compared to traditional ERP or paper-based invoice processes.
WHAT MAKES ONESCM SO EFFECTIVE?

IT IS THE ONLY SUPPLY CHAIN ORCHESTRATION PLATFORMPOWERED BY A WORKFLOW AND MESSAGING ENGINE AT THE CORE

OneSCM's unique ERP "direct connect" architecture is what simplifies your connections—and therefore your communications—with every one of your suppliers.

With OneSCM—Direct Integration with Your Business Systems and Your Suppliers

With a Supply Chain Orchestration Engine:

- You maintain a direct connection to both high-volume suppliers (via their B2B system) and low-volume suppliers (via the OneSCM portal).
- Even better, your IT team does not have to maintain that connection. They simply map to the OneSCM portal one time, and we manage the supplier on-boarding process.
- Each workflow can be configured to match your current business processes, down to an individual message flow between you and your suppliers. You can define which workflows to automate—and when—in order to minimize disruption of refined supplier processes and maximize the advantages of a manage-by-exception flow.
ONESCMBALSO PROVIDES A NON-DISRUPTIVE PATH TO (DIGITAL) SUCCESS

DEMAND PLANNING
_Foresee the future to make smarter decisions today_
OneSCM Demand Planning makes it easy to forecast the impact of fluctuating market conditions and customer demand on your business for up to 60 months in advance. It systematically analyzes up to five years of historical data so that you can consistently identify future cost savings opportunities and achieve accurate demand predictions.

SUPPLIER FORECAST COLLABORATION
_Plan together, execute faster_
OneSCM Supplier Forecast Collaboration enables planners to share business forecasts with suppliers and collaborate on fulfillment strategies that build confidence in your collective ability to meet demand. Both buyers and suppliers will have the foresight to identify potential fulfillment issues and make preemptive adjustments to their commitments for each forecast period.

eSOURCING (RFQ/SQ)
_Source more strategically, without exhausting resources (or suppliers)_
OneSCM eSourcing enables you to solicit quotes from multiple suppliers, perform price and term comparisons and negotiate with suppliers in one easy-to-use portal. This level of visibility will spur greater competition and ROI for every purchase.

PROCUREMENT COLLABORATION
_Accelerate production timelines via more efficient procurement actions_
OneSCM Procurement Collaboration powers awarded Sales Quote conversions and supplier shipment confirmations faster than existing systems.

SALES ORDER MANAGEMENT
_Stay in sync to stay on schedule_
OneSCM Sales Order Management enables you to see—and quickly respond to—customer deadlines, instructions, shipments and changes. In turn, sales can commit to orders and manage customer expectations with high confidence, while operations can more accurately plan lead times.

ENGINEERING QUALITY
_Flag and resolve material discrepancies before they become an issue_
OneSCM Engineering Quality enables suppliers to submit Deviation Requests concerning compliance with manufacturing requirements. Manufacturers will automatically be notified and asked to issue an “accepted, rejected, reworked or scrapped” disposition based on the deviation’s impact on finished goods quality.

SHIPMENT COLLABORATION
_Get your inventory on track with this hidden opportunity for supply chain optimization_
OneSCM Shipment Collaboration integrates with your existing system to simplify inbound materials management via automatic purchasing and receivables matching to mitigate shipment mistakes and mishandling.

INVENTORY VISIBILITY
_Track and trace all assets in one place, in real time_
OneSCM Inventory Visibility provides comprehensive cross-departmental visibility into supply chain transaction information. This enables you to track and trace inventory, invoices and all information critical to the creation of a supply chain “profit center”. Supplier inventory visibility also enables you to plan and execute lean manufacturing operations.

AP AUTOMATION + INTELLIGENT DATA CAPTURE (IDC)
_Accelerate invoice processing_
OneSCM AP Automation + Intelligent Data Capture does more than accelerate payments processing. It alleviates the risk of costly data entry errors, reduces administrative overhead and enables you to take advantage of early payment discounts. You will essentially save money on every payment.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE DASHBOARDS WITH PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
_Don’t just analyse your data. Capitalize on it._
Use the Predictive Analytics tools in OneSCM Business Intelligence Dashboards to gain deep visibility into supply chain performance, quality and cost savings opportunities, without having to employ a large team of data scientists or invest in extensive IT system overhauls. Planners, business advisors and others tasked with predicting future supply chain events will be able to mine data and create advanced statistical algorithms on their own, based on their business requirements, with minimal involvement from IT.
WANT A BETTER WAY TO INFORM OPERATIONAL ACTIONS?

ONESCM PROVIDES THE BEST WAY.

Operational performance is always improving. OneSCM’s Business Intelligence (BI) Dashboards with Predictive Analytics enable you to extract and analyze supply chain performance data in a matter of seconds. Gather relevant data into easy-to-read charts and graphs for frequent monitoring of Key Performance Indicator (KPI) metrics, such as overall cost, quality and efficiency values.

There are no barriers to entry. No expensive or complex business process customizations are ever needed.

Our goal is to minimize operational disruptions, not create them. Unlike ERP or homegrown platforms, you will never have to re-engineer or re-configure your business processes to onboard OneSCM. Our cloud-based, Solution-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform integrates easily into your ERP to supplement existing functions and fuel accurate real-time data transfers across every one of your supply chain systems with a single workflow.

Communications with suppliers will never get lost in translation.

You no longer have to speak the same language as your trading partners to communicate about business transactions. We offer multi-language support for OneSCM’s highly-configurable workflow and notifications so that everyone can communicate in their native language without anything getting lost in translation.
NO MATTER YOUR INDUSTRY, ONESCM SHOULD BE YOUR SINGLE SOURCE OF DATA TRUTH AND DIGITAL STRENGTH

The OneSCM Supply Chain Orchestration solution breaks down the silos that have historically existed internally and externally among supply chain organizations. This provides both your internal and external stakeholders a single point of access to the data processed and stored in your existing back-office systems. In other words: We help you create a single, and complete, supplier ecosystem, so that you can become more resourceful with existing resources.

Automate your most complex supply chain processes at a fundamental level with the OneSCM messaging and orchestration engine. Gain an automatic advantage over your competitors with fast, actionable intelligence to guide your every decision from demand planning to sourcing, production to payments.

DID YOU KNOW? For the last 20 years, OneSCM has been giving manufacturers and their trading partners 360-degree visibility into the progress and performance of collective supply chain operations. Our approach to supply chain orchestration and mobile data management enables the formation of an easily executed, end-to-end digital supply chain environment so that planning, procurement, logistics/shipping, finance and other supply chain executives can stay in step with suppliers and customers.
One portal. All trading partners, transactions and workflow tools. Complete supply chain orchestration.

About OneSCM
OneSCM, formerly TAKE Supply Chain, is a pioneer in mobile enterprise data collection, recognized by top enterprises as a leader in optimization and supply chain management. OneSCM drives value by integrating software solutions with multiple ERPs while also anticipating future challenges to innovate and integrate emerging technologies.

For more information on OneSCM’s best-in-class supply chain orchestration capabilities, please contact us at info@onescm.com